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About This Content

As you take your first steps into this new town, you are met by a beggar woman pleading for alms. Just up the street you see a
comely lass sweeping the cobblestones and from somewhere nearby the hammering of metal on metal from the Blacksmith’s

shop.

No town is complete without an assortment of characters to inhabit it. This add-on pack includes characters that each have
completely unique looping animations to give your towns atmosphere and make your maps livelier. There is a Blacksmith, a

Bard, a Barkeep, a Beggar, a Jester, a Merchant, a Street Sweeper, a Baker, a Farmer, a Miner, a Scribe, a Mysterious Skulker,
and two children, all of which have unique animations in addition to over 50 other animation spritesheets for walking, running,

sitting, sleeping, kneeling, and much more.

Included in the Medieval: Townfolk I pack are as follows:

14 Unique characters, each with unique animation pertaining to their profession.

A total of 786 individual resources including all spritesheets, facesets, busts, and paperdolls.

Material matches other DLC in the Medieval series.
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Started playing this game and it doesnt fit my screen the way it should. im looking for suggestions to fix it.. Great game! I didn't
have high hopes for this, after briefly trying the last two RLL's, but this game is a lot of fun. It feels very resposive and most
importantly, (for the most-part) when you make a mistake you feel like it's your fault, not like you're being hampered by a sub-
par game engine. Had a blast playing local multiplayer against a mate over a couple of beers last night.

Highly recommended.. io understand its all Stealth but the option to run around shoot and kill is always nice. this game will
force either one or the other and im not really liking that.

but thats my opinion o fit.

Why are games giving out there Side Modes there stand alone? ive seen many like this and just like the Breach its failing on its
own. "why not buy the game? u can have story." yeah with the same stuff as that? im good thank you.. I bought this thinking that
this is the soundtrack.
This is not the soundtrack. It's the MINI Soundtrack.
I don't get why this is here.
This is dumb. Just let me buy the soundtrack via Steam.
Under this DLC, I saw the "Buy D4 Sound Track" DLC.
That is also not the soundtrack. It just links back to the MINI Soundtrack.
You have to buy the D4 Soundtrack through other means.
I don't even know if it is possible to buy the ACTUAL D4 Soundtrack through Steam.. It's hard for me to recommend or not to.

And here is why: Super Game Jam is a nice movie project following teams and show how they come up with a game for a jam
in a very short time. Each team consists of 2 indie game devs which usually don’t work together. I enjoyed how the film shows a
bit of the creative process the devs go through. So a nice documentary/mockumentary-ish thing and if you are into video games
and indie games in special you'll get entertained.

Now on the other side I have to say that it seems to be always the same moody ambient music in all parts. It’s getting a bit too
much imho. Also the camera is off sometimes. Especially the last episode reminisced about Blair Witch Project.

And yes as an early buyer I am a bit salty that they discounted it on the last episode.

So I recommend it for when it is on sale.. After playing this game for about 2 hours i beat it. It's hardly an RPG and much less a
story continuation of Chosen. I'll have to thank my friend for getting this game for me. I now will never get back the 2 hours i
spent beating it. He got the game for $0.49 USD. I probably wouldn't spend more than that.
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big old waste of money. DO NOT PURCHASE. Great for lan parties. Not a great single player, even the multi is lacking but a
blast if you get 5+ people together and play on a public server together.. it makes me rage, bad. My blood pressure is so high
right now if i moved i would probably fall over in cardiac arrest or something. Its pretty good to waste your time. But its just so
meh.. I know theres replayablity in this game but the lack changing content makes it not fun.
I beat the game in 30minutes on my first try (Maybe i got really lucky?)
When i beat the game all i was given was a screen that says "Again?" None of my buttons worked so i had to close the game.
This game clearly has influences from the "Binding of Isaac" games.

Personal thoughts:

Good
--------
Too easy
Great soundtrack
Was fun for the half hour I played it

Bad
--------
Too short
Not enough content (Theres upwords of 200 sprites in the game, counting items, backgrounds, characters, and monsters)
The bottom floors feel the same as the top floors

Ideas
--------
Differnt music for differnt floors
More varity ( of floors and monsters )
Stat keeper that follows how many times you beat the game\/monsters killed\/gameovers
Unlockables so theres more motive to replay the game.

Good game but lacking ALOT of content

. Every game need a demo( try game free first ) and be on english ,, Like to try is game ...

Looking after steam gift ,,,,.. Looking for a fun game to play with your buddies co=op but at the same time have a SOLID single
player experience that looks innovative and cool? Look no further than this hidden jewel!

**=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+**

If you enjoy my short and sweet reviews, please follow our curator page here! We are the Indies of Curators!. It's a shame that
for all the effort the developer to put in the game, even after putting the game for free, it's barely hanging on recommendation.
A free game definitely sets the bar pretty low on expectation (especially from a solo developer), but if the game isn't worth the
players time through and through, it still shouldn't be recommended. Sadly, there is just a lot of things that leave me
uninterested and frustrated. Still, I do commend the developer for putting a lot of effort in the game with making the game long
enough and creating a dark story. On top of that, making the game free.

Here are the downside to the game:

English writing and length of reading needs some work. The grammar and syntax is confusing at times thus making it almost
unbearable to read, let alone over 10 pages worth for each level. This is actually sad because the legend of Mistfal was quite
interesting. Having to venture into the park's lore to find missing individuals and to find a missing son is intriguing. It's like
finding out whether the Blair Witch legend is true and venturing into the forest only to fall victim as well. Anyway, the journal
for each chapter is pretty long. I wouldn't mind it if the writing was good; however, each level felt like half the time I'm reading
rather than playing the game. The only way I can overlook and tolerate the entire journal issue is by assuming that protagonist
isn't much of a writer. The protagonist did state early in the game that he didn't want to write in the journal hence his writing
skills is lacking. Another reason is, it's a journal. Journal's are meant to be private and doesn't necessarily have to be
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grammatically correct.

Combat is atrocious. Granted, the game is meant to be more stealth rather than engaging the enemy, but still. If the player failed
to sneak attack the enemy from behind, most of the time, the player will die in a head to head combat. The only way to survive
is to run away. When the player gets hurt, there is no recovery. The only hope for progress is an auto-save. This leads to the next
problem.

Sometimes the checkpoints are too far. One particular level had me grab a totem and then placing it on another totem. This
combined totem sends me to another dimension which allowed me to kill off baddies. The problem is, when I killed off
majority of the bad guys, I ended up dying on one of them. When the game restarted, I had to do the entire time consuming
section again. Thankfully, there are levels where you don't have to kill every or any bad guys. Also, you don't have to combine
all totems to move on to the next level.

Finally, there is one level where you have to do some platforming. That concept added to the game was brutal and frustrating.
Every time you fail, you would have to tolerate a slightly long load screen to try again.

There are just a small handful of positives the game has on top of the length of gameplay and the game being free. One of
which is the consistent dark mood and atmosphere.

Another are the flashy images. These can be a creepy, jump-scare tactic but also annoying at times. Interestingly though, if you
pay attention, there are clues in the image that can help progress a level.

Finally, each level can feel diverse as you progress. Most levels have the same gameplay but at least the setting appears
different.

At the end of it, the game can be worth a try if anyone can tolerate its several flaws, and it wouldn't cost you a penny other than
your time. If not, just skip this one.
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